INTRODUCTION {#sec1-1}
============

Residual VSD co-exist with L-→R shuntParasternal long-axis view showing a residual VSD. ([**Fig 1**](#F1){ref-type="fig"})
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The echogenic patch on the septum suggests a previous repair. ([**Video 1**](#F2){ref-type="fig"})
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**TEE Views:** A midesophageal inflow-outflow view; transgastric inflow and transgastric outflow view are the best to size the VSD and know the shunt equation.

ADDITIONAL VSD POST TOF REPAIR \[[Fig 2](#F3){ref-type="fig"}\] {#sec1-2}
===============================================================
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A residual VSD on TEE:

A large defect with a Doppler color jet diameter = 4 mm on echocardiographySignificant shunt = 1.5:1 via on cardiac catheterization,Patch dehiscence

Return to bypass is a must.

AORTIC REGURGITATION - RESIDUAL VSD ([Video 2](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) {#sec1-3}
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Identify the location, origin, size and blood flow of the pulmonary arteries and the VSD.

POST OPERATIVE RESIDUAL RVOTO ([Video 3](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) {#sec1-4}
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RVOT obstruction most common post TOF/DORV

RESIDUAL VSD POST CARDIAC SURGERY ([Video 4](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) {#sec1-5}
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In DORV: Posterior deviation of the outlet septum is seen which may increase the residual shunt.

ADDITIONAL VSD AFTER CLOSURE OF AORTIC REGURGITATION ([Video 5](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) {#sec1-6}
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High gradient across the Left ventricle, post aortic valve replacement.

ADDITIONAL VSD AFTER INTRA-CARDIAC REPAIR ([Video 6](#F8){ref-type="fig"}) {#sec1-7}
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Mostly muscular may have significant negative clinical impact, but deranged haemodynamics for good Patient Outcome.3D TEE can be useful in revealing failed VSD surgical repair.

Full video commentary available on [www.annalsblog.com](www.annalsblog.com) and [www.annals.in](www.annals.in)
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